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SHOOTING PHILOSOPHY
What’s your style? What make
you different from other
photographer? The questions
is easy and yet hard to answer
at the same time. As a
photographer, what really
define a style is all come
down on your shooting
philosophy.
J STYLE
I like to see myself as a
director, I like to take
CONTROL on where I shoot,
when I shoot, with or without
lighting, and posing. Then
finally complete the images
with my process decision to
present my photos as an art
work.

LIGHTING THEORY
Do you like to work with nature
light and focus on capture
emotion? Or do you like to
capture your images
creatively by using different
lighting? What about doing
both. As wedding
photographer we have to
shoot in different locations,
venues all the time, shooting
for a wedding or a
engagement/pre-wedding

JAY HSIANG

could face many different
challenges, so learn to shoot
in ANY given situation
became essential for every
wedding shooter.

POSEING TECHNIQUE
As many couple are shy in
front of the camera, it’s our
duty to direct client, let them
know what exactly they need
to do to achieve our vision.
Posing people is not hard but
it takes a little work to make it
appeal “natural”

PROCESSING WITH LR
AND PS
With camera technology
moving forward so fast. We
can now capture lots
information in one shot, but
how would you use all the
information you got in the
file and really make your
images POP!

PREWEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY
SESSION
ICELAND
SONY A7RII
16-35MM 4.0
1/125
F7.1

Workshop Timeline
JAY HSIANG
DAY ONE
10AM -12PM
We will spending time in classroom talks little about myself and my
work, I will share the tools I use, camera setting and my
knowledge on use different lighting. And where my inspiration
come from.

LUNCH BREAK

1PM - 2PM
Indoor session - Natural light, Video light
3PM - 6PM
Outdoor session on location - Flash & Strobe
we will travel from location to location depending on the city of the
workshop hosted, we will try to shoot 3-4 locations. The goal is not
only to demonstrate how I will shoot but to have student get to
practice as well.

DAY TWO
10AM-1PM
Classroom session: Color Theory, PS& LR

• Workshop timeline may change depend on City, Country
and Season.
• Student please bring camera, lens, flash for day 1 and
laptop computer for day 2

PREWEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY
SESSION
ANTELOPE
CANYON USA
SONY A7RII
16-35MM 4.0
1/4
F4.5

Workshop
Calander

MONTH
June
August
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CITY
London, Iceland, Los Angeles

San Francisco, Las Vegas, Los Angeles, Antelope Canyon

September

New York, Los Angeles

October

Los Angeles, Las Vegas

November

Los Angeles, Las Vegas

December

Los Angeles, Las Vegas, Ko Samui
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VIENNA,AUSTRIA
SONY A7RII
24-70MM 4.0
1/640
F7.1
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Contact
information
BASED IN LOS ANGELES
WWW.JAY-STUDIO.COM
INFO@JAY-STUDIO.COM
INSTAGRAM @JAYHSIANG
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LONDON,UK
NIKON D810
70-200MM 2.8
1/160
F2.8

